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ABSTRACT

A simple model of a symmetric parallel plate rf discharge is studied to illustrate how such discharges may

absorb power from an rf power supply in order to sustain dc power losses corresponding to the steady

acceleration of ions through the sheaths. The motions of the sheath boundaries over one period are derived

assuming that the current density varies as jQsinwt. One finds that the sheath thickness increases

discontinuously at one sheath whenever the plasma contacts the opposing electrode. This implies that the

external power supply delivers an electron pulse from the electrode at higher potential to the electrode at

lower potential, so that some power is being absorbed in a pulsed fashion. The power absorbed by the

discharge is also calculated for the portions of the rf cyclewhere the current varies sinusoidally. It is found

that power is generated by the discharge in this phase of the rf cycle, with the energy coming from the

deflating sheaths. It is further shown that the sum of the pulsed power absorption and smooth power

generation, averaged over one rf period, is equal to the dc ion power losses arising from ions falling through

the time averaged sheath potentials.



I. Introduction

RF parallel plate discharges are usually operated with a series blocking capacitor to prevent the

circulation of a dc current through the discharge and the external circuit. The blocking capacitor prevents any

dc power from entering the discharge. It is known, however, that some power loss in rf discharges occurs as

the steady flow of ions accelerated across the discharge sheaths.1'2 This is especially true in thick sheaths,

where the ion motion is determined by the time-averaged fields. In discharges with large sheath voltages, the

dc power expended in ion acceleration is the major power loss mechanism that the rf power supply must

support. In fact, ion acceleration is one of the primary purposes of discharges used for sputtering.3 The

question arises as to how the discharge manages to convert the rf power from the generator into the dc power

given to ion acceleration. This paper discusses a simple model of this process. The time-averaged power

absorbed by the discharge is derived from the current density and voltage wave forms. The question of the

absorption of power corresponding to the work done in accelerating ions is also of interest to those

constructing models for the discharge impedance; however this issue is not investigated in the present paper.

II. Theory

A. Motion of the Sheath Boundary

The simple model of the discharge sheath used here is depicted in Figure 1. The ion density is

constant at value n0 throughout the discharge. The electrode has a surface charge densitya, and the sheath

thickness is denoted by s. Both a and s vary in time. The electron density is modeled as a step function with

the discontinuity at a distance s from the electrode, marking the position of the sheath boundary. In the

sheath the electron density is zero, and beyond the sheath boundary the electron density is also n0. As a

further simplification, the electric field is taken to be zero in the plasma.

The motion of the sheath boundary may be derived by considering the variouschargedensities in the

system. Given that the electric field in the plasma is zero, an application of Gauss' law across the sheath

implies that the ion charge density in the sheath must balance the surface charge density on the electrode:



o(r) + en^{t) - 0 . (l)

Here e is the electroniccharge, and the time dependence of a and s is explicitlynoted. As depicted in Figure

1, the charge density a is changed by the external current density J^ and the ion current density, which may

be written in terms of the Bohm speed uB=(kTe/mi)1/2. Thus, we have

dt
- ™<>UB + Jext ' (2)

Combining equations (1) and (2) yields

en0uB +J^ +en0^- - 0 , 0)
dt

which can then be integrated for s(t):

s(t) - -uj - — VdtJ^ +s(Q) . (4)
pn JO "*

Equation (4) can be evaluated for the case where

JJJ) - J0smat (5)

and with the initial conditions

s(t) - 0
is

dt

ds, ^ ^ (6)
(t) - 0

at some time t when the plasma touches the electrode. The solution is

s(t) - uJx-t) + —— (coscd* - coscdt) (7)
e/i0co



where t is given by

sincot - -enQuB/J0 (8)

The right side of equation (8) is approximately the ratio of the Bohm speed to the characteristicspeed of the

sheath, ws0, where s0 is the sheath oscillation amplitude. For a frequency of 13.6MHz, s0=0.5cm,kTe=3eV,

and an atomic weight of 40amu, this ratio is approximately 1/156. Thus equation (8) implies that t is slightly

larger than half a period. Denoting the rf period by T, t may be written

t - T/2 + 5 , 6<r . W

A graph of s(t) is given in Figure 2. One notable feature is that the value of s at t=0 is not equal

to the value of s at t=T. This can be understood by considering both electrodes of a symmetric parallel plate

discharge. Such a system and the relevant quantities are shown in Figure 3. The symmetry of the discharge

requires that

L
2

sB(t) -sA(t±±) . d°)

Solutions for sA and sB that are consistent with equation (10) appear in Figure 4. Equation (7) is used to

describe sA over the time interval s<t<T+s. The solution for sB is obtained by translating parts of sA

according to equation (10). These solutions were chosen so that the sheath at one electrode increases

discontinuously whenever the thickness of the opposingsheathvanishes. If e represents an infinitesimal time

element, then by equation (7)

sA(*+e) - uBT/2 +(270coso)6)/(en0<o) (U)
sA(T+b-e) - sA(b-e) - -uBT/2 + (2J0cos<o6)/(e/i0co) .

Thus the sheath at electrode A increases in thickness by uBTaround t=s when the plasma contacts electrode

B. Equation (1), governing the charge densities, implies that the negative surface charge densityon electrode

A increases in some infinitesimal time interval around x=s. This can be interpreted as meaning that electrons

are absorbed at electrode B and are transferred through the external power supply to electrode A. Because
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electrode A is at a lower potential at this moment, this process requires energy expenditure by the power

supply.

B. Power Calculation

The expression for the time-averaged power P absorbed by the discharge involves the integral of J^

and the voltage between the electrodes V^, but because of the current pulses occurring everyhalf cycle and

the discontinuities occurringin the sheath thicknesses, it is useful to write this integral as a sum of four parts:

p- •HO'w-+ £>w.+ £'*»«.+ Ow-} (12)
Here,«is an infinitesimal timeelement, and thequantity Pisactually a power density with units of watts/m2.

The first and third integrals represent the work done on the current pulses by the source as the plasma

contacts electrodeB and A, respectively. The second and fourth integrals represent the work done duringthe

portions of the rf cycle in which the current andvoltage vary smoothly. A symmetric parallel plate discharge

possesses the symmetry that the state of the discharge at some time t is related to the state of the discharge

at time t-T/2 by a spatial inversion, or equivalently,

yjt> - -yjt-b
JJf) - -JJ!~)

Consequently, the first and third integrals are equal, the second and fourth integrals are equal.

First, the discharge voltage VAB will be found. As illustrated in Figure 3, the discharge voltage may

be expressed in terms of the sheath voltages V A and V B:

v»-v»-v+ • (14)



Expressions for the sheathvoltages follow from Poisson's equationand the boundarycondition that the electric

field vanishes at the sheathboundary. Given that the charge density in the sheathhasa uniform value of en0,

one finds

1 €71

l e0

where e0 is the permittivity of free space. Thus, VAB is given by

1 enn „

Vam - ~i'.2-'/) • (U)l e0

The first integral in equation (12) can be rewritten as an integral over the sheath thickness sA as

follows: In the infinitesimal time interval around t=$, li3X takes the form of a current pulse and the ion flux

appearing equation (2) contributes nothing. The charge continuity expressed by equation (2) then becomes

in differential form

Jmdt - doA (17)

where aA is the charge density on electrode A Equation (1) provides the differential relation between the

charge density and sheath thickness:

doA —en0dsA . (18)

In addition, the sheath voltage V B is zero in the infinitesimal time interval around t=$, and hence the

voltage across the discharge is -V A. Hence, the form for the first integral in equation (12) becomes



Equation (11) gives sA at the two limits of equation (19). Evaluation of equation (19) then yields the work

done on the current pulse at t=$:

h-e
6 +e * "o•*

dtVAUJ_ - J2-^-AB^ext
en(ji4

%2 +(^ - 2)
6

en0uB \2
(20)

The second and fourth integrals in equation (12) represent the work done by the source during the

part of the rf cycle when the current density and dischargevoltage are smoothly varying. The discharge voltage

follows from equation (16). Only equation (7) for sA on 6<t<T+6 is required since one may show with

equations (5) and (10) that

[C dt + I dt
i Jx+e fr.*'-)--[£>♦£>:(*/•'-)

The evaluation of the second and fourth integrals in equation (12) yields

[Jt+e
T-e - rr+8-e ,

dt + I dt
Jt+e

O URTV J - J2—8—YABJext J0 •)
G0(OZ

ten0uB\2

(21)

(22)

The remarkable feature of this term is that it is negative. In the smoothly varying parts of the rf cycle, the

discharge is actually generating power on average. This contribution to the total work is quite significant;

neglecting the terms that are second orderin en0uB/J0, this amounts to 62.5% of the work associated with the

current pulses (given by twice the value in equation (20)).

Equations (20) and (22) can be inserted into (12) to find the total power absorbed by the discharge.

Twice the value of equation (20) must be used to account for the first and third integrals in equation (12).

The result is

2 UB

€0«
- + <— - 3)
2 3

enQuB \2
(23)



Equation (23) represents the rf power expended by the external power supply in driving the current

density J^ through the discharge. This result can be compared to the power Pion consumed in accelerating

ions through the time-averaged fields in the sheaths:

**. - 2(«"oMfm>> (24)

where (V A) denotes the time-averaged value of the V A, and the factor of two accounts for both sheaths

since <VpA) is equal to (VpB). The time-averaged sheath voltage can be evaluated from equations (15) and

(7) over the time interval *<t<T+*. The result is

0 (25)

0 2e0o2
3 %2 (enous \
- + (— - 3) ——
2 3 J

which is the same as the power absorbed by the discharge, equation (23). Thus equations (23) and (25)

confirm an energy balance between two processes, the first in which the discharge absorbs power in a time

modulated fashion, and the second in which the power leaves the discharge in a steady manner.

III. Discussion

The results demonstrate two features of the symmetric parallel plate discharge. The first is a

mechanism enabling the external powersupply to replenishthe energythe discharge loses in accelerating ions

to the electrodes. The second is that energy is suppliedby the discharge when the sheaths suffer a decrease

in thickness as a result of ion losses from the plasma, resultingin an accumulationof the remainingelectrons.

The mechanism for power absorption indicated by the foregoing analysis is that of a transfer of

electrons from the electrode at higher potential to the electrode at lower potential when the plasma is in

contact with the electrodeat higher potential. In an actual experimental arrangement this manifests itself as

an increase in the conduction current to the electrode,which canload the powersupply and distort the rf wave
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form. One can imagine that this mechanism is equivalent to moving ions back across the sheath potential

drop: an ion moves back across the sheath not as a charged particle, but in a neutralized state as an atom.

However, for an ion residing on the electrode at lower potential, the only path bywhich it can acquire an

electron is through the externalcircuit, which first acquires electronsfrom the electrode at higher potential.

Of course, this process of electron transfer requires work to be done bythe power supply. Theseideas show

that one can think of the power supply and the discharge as an engine that continually cycles ions back and

forth across the sheath potential drop.

The analysis of section II demonstrates that the discharge generates powerduring part of the rf cycle.

The importance of this result is not that it predicts negative power absorption, but rather that it identifies an

available source of energy. Indeed, the analysis has omitted the dissipative processes of sheath heating and

ohmic heating that would contribute to the power absorbed.4,5'6 The power generation depends on ion

losses from the plasma. As ion are lost from the plasma, the number of plasma electrons increases, as does

the volume theyoccupy. This means that the sheaths become thinner, so that the stored electrostatic energy

is less than would be the case if no ion losses were allowed. Thus, as the sheaths deflate under the action of

ion losses, they serve as a source of energy.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The uniform sheath model. The ion density is uniform and the electron density behaves as a step

function. The ion current density Jion, the current density from the external circuit J^, the surface charge

density on the electrode a, and the sheath thickness s(t) are indicated.

Figure 2. The solution for the sheath thickness s(t) from equation (7). The ratio of uB to J^enQw) was

chosen to be 0.1 to emphasize the discontinuity in s and the displacement of t from T/2.

Figure 3. The symmetric parallel plate rf discharge system. The positive directions for J^, V^, V A, and

V B are indicated by the arrows.

Figure 4. Sheath widths sA and sB, from equations (7) and (10). The ratioof uB to Jo/(en0w) was chosen to

be 0.1, and the times s and t, when the width of one sheath is zero, are indicated.
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